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Free delivery, 
Next day delivery, 
Same day delivery, 
One hour delivery.  

 

Changing expectations of how purchases are delivered to us mean that supermarkets and                 

online grocery suppliers are fighting for our custom.  But are we ready to give up the weekly                          

trolley-push and how do consumers really feel about the online shop? 

 

 

 

Overview 
Online is the fastest growing grocery channel  in the UK.  

Though it is estimated it will account for less than 10% of all 

grocery retail sales by 2021, in 2017 alone it will pull in c£11 

billion, making the UK online grocery market second only to 

China globally.   

Almost half of  consumers do some online grocery shopping, 

with most still combining online and store-based shopping.       

And time pressed shoppers are increasingly turning to mobile 

technology to make the shopping process even easier. 

Consumers are faced with near infinite choice in the virtual 

supermarket, as in the physical shop, but the shopper journey is 

fundamentally quite different and the inherent lack of instore 

experience could be perceived as a challenge for brands.    

So how do brands compete within this context and, crucially, 

how can they compete not just with other brands but also with 

supermarket own-label? 

                                                                                                                         

With own-brand sales up 6.7% year on year and with less of an 

emphasis on product promo-

tions from retailers such as  

Sainsbury’s (replaced by                    

consistent, everyday low pric-

ing strategies) online shoppers 

can cherry-pick the retailer 

that  offers them the best 

online experience, choice, 

delivery options and prices.                         

If an online grocery retailer 

doesn’t offer the products you 

want, when you want them it has never been easier to take 

your custom (or clicks) elsewhere.  

 

The Evolution of FMCG Online Shopping 



  The current online                                          
retailer landscape 

 

75% of online grocery sales are through store-based sites such as Tesco and Sainsburys, with the 

remaining 25% coming from online-only retailers such as Ocado and Amazon 

 

Tesco’s share of the online grocery market is significantly 

ahead of its supermarket footprint at 35% vs 28%.  

In terms of online only retailers Ocado is the big player with a 

13% share of the online grocery market (versus 1.3% share 

achieved of overall grocery market).   

Despite Aldi and Lidl stealing share from the big three with their 

offline offering, they have made few inroads into the online 

marketplace. While Aldi invested £35M behind its online wine 

effort in early 2016 it has yet to widen this service to                 

include groceries. It may be that Aldi and Lidl are cautious to 

join the online market as online profit margins are slight and, for 

discounters such as these two, online may not deliver enough 

profit to be worthwhile making the investment.  Aldi have,  

however, just announced that in the USA they will be  

partnering with same-day delivery service Instacart to deliver 

groceries in LA, Atlanta and Dallas.  

Whilst still a relatively small player in online grocery, Amazon 

made headlines earlier this year when they announced their 

purchase of Wholefoods for $13.7 billion.  We discuss the                

implications of this takeover plus some other facets of the              

Amazon business and what it might mean for FMCG,                     

specifically grocery, later in this paper. 

Source: Company reports and accounts/Office for National Statistics/Mintel 



  Who is grocery                           
shopping online?  

 

 

 

How will retailers win with these consumers? 

 
The 3 key factors considered prior to making a purchase online are customer experience, price and convenience. 

At a basic level, customers expect well priced products to be easily available, with efficient delivery. Now that this is hygiene, what 

can brands do to differentiate themselves in the market?  

One of the first to make headway on this challenge was  Amazon who launched the Dash button in the US 

in 2015. Users purchase buttons which link directly to their Amazon account and simply press the button 

when they want an item delivered to their home.  Brands such as Ariel, Dettol, Fairy, Listerine, Nescafé and 

Gillette can be ordered with their own Dash  button.  

48 
%  
of consumers do 
some type of online 
grocery shopping 

14 
%  
of consumers claim 
to shop solely online 
for groceries 

16-34 year olds favour online shopping 

as they are time poor and the convenience 

factor is a major draw .   

40 

Parents with young children are far more likely 

to do their grocery shopping online: 68% of 

parents with children aged under 16 shop 

online, compared to 42% of everyone else.    

This is a key profitable audience for the sector 

as young families spend approx. £96 more on 

groceries than a household without children. 

68 
 

       

%  

 Use of grocery services is higher in                                                

urban areas than in suburban and rural areas.                                                                   

          

   of people living in Inner and Greater                                          

   London claim to do some form                      

   of online grocery shopping,                   

    despite having a range shops                            

   close by. 

%  
of all grocery purchases 
are now made on mobile 



 

Diary of a confirmed                
online shopper 

 

Meet Roz, our confirmed online shopper: 

I live with my husband and 2 kids (4 & 2)….we both work 

full time and the kids attend nursery during the week, so I have 

to weekly meal plan in order to stay on top of the shopping 

and retain my sanity!  I have been grocery shopping online 

since my first pregnancy when convenience became a big 

driver –  I was pleasantly surprised by how easy it was to do 

and that there were hourly time slots (which didn’t mean  

endless hours of waiting around for shopping).  I generally use 

the app as I am most likely to be shopping from my mobile 

phone and it’s more user friendly. 

case study 

I have used Ocado, Tesco and Sainsburys for online 

grocery shopping and, for a while was even using 

both Ocado and Sainsburys pretty much  

simultaneously in order to access all the brands and 

products that I wanted.  Ocado don’t deliver to my 

new address and so I have committed to a  

Sainsburys delivery pass which I bought on a deal 

(and therefore works out at less than the cost of 1 

delivery per month which feels like a bargain).  I 

generally shop on a Friday for delivery on a  

Saturday or Sunday and try and book an eco 

friendly delivery slot if the time works.  

Using the Sainsburys app, I have all of my weekly 

favourites saved and head to that list first – I would 

say c70% of what I add to my shopping basket is 

the same week to week.  After that I may have 

some pre-planned meal ideas – I will search for the 

product (rather than a brand) but, once on the 

product page, will often shop around to find the 

best deal.  This isn’t always the cheapest item – I 

balance out brand (what I think about a brand vs 

own label) with quantity and price and make a 

call. 

Once I have the number of meals I need, plus all 

the other household products I might be buying, I 

check out – I’m never worried about missing  

anything, as Sainsburys do a final checklist of  

products I normally buy to ensure I haven’t  

forgotten anything essential.  They also share a list 

of deals that I might be interested in that I can add 

to my basket.   All my payment details are saved on 

the app so it’s one click to check out and pay and I 

then receive a confirmation email which acts as a 

receipt.   

If I want to add something to the shopping I can do 

that up until 11pm the day before delivery.  I find I 

can keep a tight control on my budget – something 

I definitely deviate from in the supermarket where I 

always see new things to try! 

My shopping is delivered to my door which is very 

convenient.  I do occasionally have issues with use 

by dates on products – if I complain about this 

Sainsburys will generally credit my account.  If they 

supply a substitute for products that I’ve ordered 

which aren’t available I can decide whether to 

keep them or return them to the delivery driver in 

order to be refunded. 

There are no categories that I wouldn’t consider 

buying in the online grocery shop.  Online grocery 

shopping has become an ingrained lifestyle choice 

for me and I can’t imagine ever going back to 

pushing a trolley around a supermarket!   

 

70% of what I add to my shopping basket                    

is the same week to week 



 

Diary of a first time                
online shopper 

 

Meet Ashley, our online shopping guinea pig: 

I live on my own and usually do my ‘big’ shop in Aldi, this                  

usually lasts me for about a fortnight. On average I would say I                

visit the store twice a month and spend around £40-£50. 

I go to Aldi because it’s good value and limited brand choices 

make doing the food shop quicker. I do top up shops at a Tesco 

Metro and Sainsbury's Local which are both close to my office. 

I have never done a shop online before. I am sceptical of the                  

freshness of produce and I don’t know how much it will cost or how 

the delivery works. I don’t have a car so it would be convenient for 

me but I have never tried it.” 

I use the store for inspiration which I feel the online shop may lack 

but let’s see…  

case study 

As Aldi, my normal supermarket, don’t have an 

online shop I decided to go for Asda as this is my 

other local supermarket so I am familiar with their 

products. 

Step one was the check that 

they delivered to my house, yes. 

And then set up an account 

which was simple – enter email 

address and password, done. 

Upfront they make it clear what 

the delivery cost is . This is good 

for a new user as I wasn’t sure about the costs.   

Delivery is from £1, which I wouldn’t mind paying.   

Collection is free. And there is an offer on for 12 

months delivery pass for £5/month.  (although I was 

to get a nasty shock later on!). 

Before I add anything to my online trolley I can 

clearly see there is a minimum spend for Home  

Delivery of £25, which is good, as some  

supermarkets have a minimum spend of £40 or 

even £60. 

So, as it ‘s a Friday, I am hoping to get the things I 

order tomorrow – no idea if this is possible but lets 

add a few things to the trolley to find out. 

I added a couple of things I wanted for the  

weekend to my basket and then some items I want-

ed to test the quality of:  a bag of ice, a cucumber, 

chicken, eggs and milk— I wanted to see if the 

goods would arrive in good condition 

with a long shelf life. 

One thing I did like was the suggestions 

on what to do with the item you were 

purchasing. 

When it came to selecting delivery I 

was surprised - firstly, time slots were a 2 

hour window, which I consider quite a long time to 

spend in the house, secondly there was a Saturday 

morning spot available, but the delivery was SIX 

POUNDS!!  The cheapest slots were the weekday 

evenings which are really the only slot I would po-

tentially be in the house for anyway. 

So, I decided to do their ‘click and collect’ service, 

as it was free, and saved me time going round the 

store.  Everything I ordered was in stock and the 

quality was good.  

For the moment, I am going to continue shopping 

instore, as this is more convenient for me. 

 

Time slots were                  

a 2 hour window 

which I consider quite 

a long time to spend 

in the house 



What are the perceived  

barriers to shopping online? 
 

People never want to run out of milk, bread or eggs so when consumers are doing an online 

shop they often make sure that these items are in their online basket. 

The main barrier for online continues to be that, while it serves the ‘big weekly shop’ well,                         

it is limited in its ability to react and serve immediate demand. 

1 
Urgency 

 

 

Instore shopping fulfils                 

an immediate need—if you 

run out of essentials,             

a quick trip to your local 

store will replenish your cup-

b o a r d .  O n l i n e                 

s h o p p i n g  i s  a b o u t                   

planning ahead rather than 

immediate needs. 

Some supermarkets are 

addressing this gap, and 

offering ‘click and collect’ 

same-day services and 

Tesco are offering a                

one-hour delivery service in 

central London (albeit for 

up to 20 items at a delivery 

cost of £7.99). Sainsburys’ 

offer a similar service  

delivering by bicycle 

through the Chop Chop 

app.                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 
Experience 

 

 

Sensory experiences such 

as smelling fresh bread or 

the vibrant colours of fresh 

fruit are impossible to                

replicate online, not to 

mention unplanned instore              

discoveries. It’s little     won-

der that 61% of  respond-

ents in a global Nielsen 

study believe going to the 

grocery store is an                    

enjoyable and engaging 

experience. 

Supermarkets such as Tesco 

have dabbled in Virtual 

Reality grocery shopping in 

the past to give shoppers a 

more immersive experi-

ence, however this hasn’t                   

delivered a comparable 

experience to being                    
in-store yet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 
Quality 

 

 

Consumers can also be 

concerned about the                

quality and freshness of 

products ordered online. 

S u p e r m a r k e t s  a r e  

a d d r e s s i n g  th i s  b y  

employing staff to hand 

select your fresh produce 

for you.  By making the 

promise that they choose 

the freshest produce, and a 

no-quibble returns policy, 

supermarkets are seeking to 

reassure shoppers that they 

c a r e  a b o u t  y o u r  

shopping as much as you 

do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 
Additional costs 

 

 

With varying delivery costs, 

and a required minimum 

spend, shoppers can feel 

that shopping online is 

more expensive when  tak-

ing into consideration these 

potential additional costs. 

68% of those who don’t yet 

do all their grocery                 

shopping online would be 

encouraged to shop more 

if delivery costs were               

lower. 

S u p e r m a r k e t s  a r e                      

acknowledging these  

potential drawbacks and 

a r e  n o w  o f f e r i n g  

discounted delivery passes, 

c h e a p e r  w e e k d a y  

deliveries, and reducing 

minimum spends  (e.g. 

Asda has a £25 minimum 

spend). 

 

 

 



What are the advantages to 
online grocery shopping? 

 

 

 

Products that have a long shelf-life, are bulky, heavy or cumbersome are 

well suited to online shopping. No more carting your heavy shopping 

home to unpack! 

 

Online grocery shopping can offer consumers far more choice than their 

local supermarket, even if this is a choice between branded and  

own-label products.  By performing a simple product search online,  

shoppers are presented with results in a list which can easily be sorted. 

 

Comparing brands and offers can be difficult when faced with an aisle of 

products but online shopping makes this far easier – consumers can            

easily compare prices and offers on items they are intending to purchase.  

Shoppers can also keep a track of their budget (displaying a running    

sub-total during your visit means you don’t over-spend) and are more 

conscious of what they put in their shopping basket (vs impulsive instore 

behaviour!). 

 

In our busy, hectic lives a trip to the shops can take several hours— from 

travel  time to the unpacking when you get home.  Shopping online can 

cut down the time you spend on your shopping trip.  And once you have 

completed your first online shop, your shopping list is stored for your next 

visit, cutting down the time you spend shopping even further (in fact 60% 

of people  use the same shopping list each time).   To help retain repeat 

business from customers, some supermarkets are now offering delivery 

passes – rather than paying a delivery charge each time you shop, a  

delivery pass can be purchased up front for a set sum to cover deliveries 

for several months -  which promotes retailer loyalty. 

Stocking Up | 

 
Choice | 

 
 

 

Price | 

 

 

 
Convenience | 

 
 
 



How can brands get on to 
the online shopping list? 

 

According to a recent global study from Kantar Worldpanel, 55% of online shoppers use the 

same list from one purchase to the next.  With this in mind, how can brands differentiate                 

themselves from both their competitors and own-brands, to get on, and stay on, the shopping 

list?   Here are some key tactics for brands to consider: 

Leverage trial driving  

opportunities 

Getting product into the hands of  

consumers encourages trial. Routes to 

this can include instore sampling and 

door drops.  

A growing trend is to include samples 

within online shopping parcels. Doing 

this allows a brand to align with a                     

target audience and reaches those 

already open to shopping online.  

 

Differentiate your online                     
offering...  

Online shopping is generally used to 

replenish and stock up. In fact, spend 

and volume 

tend to be 

on average 

three times 

higher 

online than 

in-store. 

Take advantage of this shopper  

mentality and offer bigger pack sizes.  

This differentiates your online offering 

from your in-store offering to better 

match consumer needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

...or offer online exclusives 

The virtual supermarket shelf is endless, 

so brands can offer products that aren’t 

necessarily available in-store.  Brands 

can sell not only the most popular SKUs

(i.e. those requiring the most shelf-

space) online, but more exclusive  

flavours or recipes to encourage online 

shoppers to try different ranges/

products. 

 

Promote your products to  
attract shoppers 

55% of people who shop online repeat 

purchase using a previous shopping 

order.  One way to disrupt this is to offer 

your product online on a short-term  

promotion (40% of items are  

purchased on promotion online  

compared to 20% offline).  By offering 

your produce on promotion, you attract 

shoppers in the short term, and get on 

their shopping list.  So, even when the 

promotion is finished, you are already 

part of their regular shop.  

 

Pre-click priming 

Online shoppers don’t make brand or 

product decisions in a vacuum and still 

need to be exposed to brand  

messaging in their everyday lives.  For 

brands to succeed in the online grocery 

space, they need to be salient and  

relevant to consumers before they start 

their online order.  Brands also need to 

consider how to close the purchase 

loop—whether that’s ‘shop now’ or ‘buy 

now’ functionality incorporated into 

online communications or by offering  

incentives such as vouchers to  

encourage trial. 

 

 

Data mine for more effective 

communications 

Understanding who is buying your 

brand, where they buy it and why can 

enable brands to engage effectively 

with consumers before they start  

shopping.  Using data to combine both 

shopper behaviour and attitudes will 

help brands understand what motivates 

shoppers to make their purchase  

decisions. 

 

Explore alternative ways to 

get to the shopping basket 

Supermarkets are offering online  

shoppers even easier ways to create 

meals. With recipe suggestions, the  

ingredients can be purchased with one 

click putting all the required ingredients 

straight into your basket.   

For example, Sainsbury’s not only allow 

customers to buy all the ingredients for a 

recipe with one click, but also allow 

them to select if they want to buy a 

cheaper or more premium version of the 

dish, depending on their budget. 



Getting into consumers’  
shopping baskets  

 

There are various points where brands can interact with consumers during their online                    
shopper journey - lets have a look at a typical online shopping journey and where the                            

opportunities to engage with consumers lie: 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 



The future, now  
What is the future of technology and online shopping? Some imagine a world where the  

on-demand assistant permeates consumer life, listening throughout the day to operate as a  

virtual assistant: creating grocery lists, drafting emails, integrating with other ‘smart’ systems, and 

advertising and ordering new products.  Or perhaps a world where curated meal delivery  

services are the norm,  saving consumers time and effort.  We now consider the key  

developments that will impact consumers everyday lives today and in the immediate future.   

The connected home                   

becomes more mainstream 

The connected home is getting                       

smarter—heating controls, lighting,                  

appliances, audio speakers and virtual 

assistants are enabling consumers to 

connect virtually with their home,                 

regardless of where they are. 

Samsung, Google, Amazon and Apple 

are all expanding the range of devices 

that work with their smart home infra-

structure—with Amazon Echo launched 

in September last year, and Google 

Home launched in April this year (at £20 

less than Amazon’s Echo while offering 

many of the same features).  Microsoft 

are also planning to get in on the act 

later this year with a smart speaker             

developed in partnership with Harman 

Kardon (a subsidiary of Samsung) and 

powered by Cortana, called Invoke. 

The connected home is still in the early 

adopter phase, but consumers appear 

to have responded to energy providers’ 

efforts to push smart thermostats, with 

adoption of these devices sitting at 11%. 

Other smart devices have garnered 

interest as well, with adoption of smart 

lighting, heating, appliances and                   

security systems within a few percent-

age points of smart thermostats.  Given 

the Echo launched only a year ago, it’s 

off to a strong start, with 1 in 20 people 

having a voice controlled speaker in 

their household (as at May 2017). 

Whereas smart fridges and washing 

machines first appeared a few years 

ago, and were dismissed as faddy and 

lacking in real benefits, consumers are 

now being offered more intuitive,                  

responsive devices.   Samsung’s latest 

smart fridge has three Wi-Fi-connected  

cameras built into the 550-litre Family 

Hub and a companion app to let you 

check your  supplies and digitally track 

your food's expiry dates for updates on 

when to restock.  

Although items like these are still                       

eye-wateringly expensive (the Samsung 

Family Hub fridge retails at £4,500) and 

therefore will more likely to  be                      

purchased by early adopters with               

bigger budgets, consumers are                        

attracted to smart devices that will save 

them money, time and effort.  66% of 

Britons agree that connected devices 

have the potential to make their lives 

easier, rising to 91% among 18- to 24-

year-olds (Deloitte, 2016).   

 

What does this mean 

for FMCG brands 

online?  

Will fridges eventually talk straight to our 

shopping apps thus eradicating the 

need for us to be  involved in the                    

shopping process in the future?   

Brands will need to identify where the 

control lies between smart technology 

and the consumer when it comes to 

brand selection and choice.  With                

companies such as Hive and Nest                   

embedding themselves as part of the 

connected home solution, smart brands 

will engage with technology providers 

to ensure they are part of the repertoire 

of choice available to the consumer. 

 

 

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ? 



The future, now  
(continued.)   

 

 

Meal subscription services 

soar 

With people struggling to make meals 

‘from scratch’ due to their busy lives, a 

number of meal subscription box                  

services have been launched to cater 

for time-starved cooks.   

A common misconception is that                

companies launching meal recipe box-

es are targeting urban young people in 

the city, but popular services like Hello 

Fresh and Gousto attract mostly families 

and couples looking for a better               

cooking experience around meal times.  

The industry - which has its roots in                  

Sweden - had $1bn (£702m) in global 

sales in 2015. And this is expected to 

increase to $5bn over the next 10 years, 

according to consulting firm Technomic.  

Why do people choose to have a meal 

subscription box?  Convenience; a              

better mealtime experience; less waste 

and less shopping; healthy, quality              

ingredients; good variety; flexibility. Key 

players include Gousto, Hello Fresh, 

Riverford Organic Farmers box, Marley 

Spoon, Mindful Chef Recipe Box, and 

Simply Cook (which provides just the 

meal flavourings).  Hello Fresh has also  

launched its products in-store in select 

Sainsburys to reach people who are 

trying to figure out what to cook for      

dinner.   

What does this mean 

for FMCG brands 

online?  

With delivery services curating meals for 

consumers, choice and selection on 

meal components is outside of  

consumer control (while they will select 

a particular dish/recipe, the ingredients 

are sourced and provided by the meal 

delivery service).  FMCG brands                   

therefore need to begin engaging                

directly with the meal delivery providers 

to either become part of the curated              

collection or to understand potential 

sampling opportunities. 

 

Virtual assistants set to ramp 

up their usefulness 

With virtual assistants such as Amazon’s 

Echo (using Alexa) becoming more and 

more popular (the Echo sold 5.2m units 

worldwide in 2016), people can play 

music, set alarms, or add items to their 

shopping list by using just their voice.   

The aim of Alexa is that it will be able to 

carry out hundreds of tasks for its user, 

and we are already seeing how people 

are benefiting from using virtual                        

assistants:- already 43% of smartphone 

users think voice technology will free us 

up from our  dependency on the mobile 

to allow us to interact more with the 

world around us.  As consumers realise 

the benefits, voice assistants will                      

potentially start to take on a more                  

prominent role, managing consumers’ 

lives proactively, making decisions                

independently and will essentially evolve 

into “digital butlers.”. With voice being 

more effortless than typing, it will                   

become an increasingly attractive          

proposition for consumers who feel           

overwhelmed by technology.   

 

What does this mean 

for FMCG brands 

online?  

With the growing list of ‘skills’ that can be 

added to Alexa’s repertoire (similar to 

apps on your mobile phone),                            

companies such as Skyscanner, Just Eat 

and Uber are engaging directly with                  

consumers to answer their needs,        

whether that’s a trip to New York or a 

pizza from around the corner.   

FMCG brands will 

need to consider 

how they stay part of 

the consideration set 

(be that search, opti-

mised ratings or  re-

views) to ensure that 

they don’t lose out to other brands who 

have identified how to successfully 

make the virtual assistants shortlist. 

 

 

 

 

 

 ? 

 ? 
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The Amazon Effect 
Is Amazon becoming indispensable to consumers? 

Amazon recommends 

Ever wondered how Amazon decides 

what to recommend you buy from them 

next?  Their recommendation system is 

based on a number of simple elements: 

what a user has bought in the past: 

which items they have in their virtual 

shopping cart; items they’ve rated and 

liked; and what other customers have 

viewed and purchased. Amazon calls 

this homegrown maths “item-to-item 

collaborative filtering,” and its used this 

algorithm to heavily customise the              

browsing experience for returning                  

customers.  Amazon has integrated                

recommendations into nearly every part 

of the purchasing process from product 

discovery to checkout - go to the                        

Amazon site and you’ll find multiple 

panes of product suggestions; navigate 

to a particular product page and you’ll 

see areas plugging items “Frequently 

Bought Together” or other items                        

customers also bought.  

Amazon also now offer Subscribe and 

Save on select products, offering                   

shoppers discounts to sign up to                                

receiving the product on a regular basis, 

as well as ‘add-on’ products that have a 

low price point, so can only be ordered 

when the shopper is purchasing other 

items over £20. 

 

 

Amazon instant pickup 

Alongside their Amazon Fresh, Amazon 

Pantry and one-hour delivery services, 

Amazon has just introduced ‘Instant 

Pickup’  -  a free service offering Prime 

and Prime Student members a curated 

selection of daily essentials available for 

pickup in two minutes or less, at five of 

Amazon’s fully staffed pickup location in 

the US.  Items available include snacks, 

drinks, and electronics, as well as some of 

Amazon’s most popular devices.  

The service will be rolled out to more                   

locations over the coming months. 

 

Amazon’s Whole Foods              

Acquisition 

Why has Amazon bought Whole Foods? 

Put simply, to make a dent in retail’s            

biggest moneymaker – the grocery                    

business.  And they are doing it with two 

key elements in play: 1. Whole Foods’ 

brick-and-mortar locations instantly gives 

Amazon a national physical presence, as 

well as a network of mini distribution                

centres for fresh produce (which is the 

most challenging part of the grocery 

delivery business because of fresh                       

produce spoilage) and 2. Whole Foods’ 

365 house brand - one of the most                   

coveted in the organic/natural produce 

sector.  The 365 house brand is virtually 

unavailable online at the moment, so 

Amazon’s purchase of Whole Foods 

could radically change this, and give 

shoppers better access to an own-brand 

label that they prefer over some of the 

larger manufacturers in this sector. This 

will also put a huge pressure on branded 

food sales -  Amazon’s offer was                      

immediately felt by food companies who 

saw their stock take a dive on the day 

the offer was announced.  Why is this?  

Because we’ve seen the effect Amazon 

had at the start of its life on bookselling.  

Not only did Amazon shift how and 

where books were sold, they also 

changed how they were made, by                       

forcing publishers, authors, and                             

everybody else involved in the process to 

cut their costs. The same thing could very 

well happen in food, and the  outcome 

for food manufacturers could be as 

gloomy it was for book publishers. So, to 

question again why is Amazon buying 

Whole Foods - Amazon and Whole Foods 

might seem like they are on opposite 

ends of the retail spectrum -  a relatively 

small, high-end grocer vs. the massive                   

e-commerce sell everything shop - but 

they overlap in the power of their                       

individual brands.   

 

 

What does this mean 

for FMCG brands 

online?  

With Amazon’s purchase of Whole Foods, 

which has already seen products                     

previously available at Whole Foods now 

available through Amazon, and their 

Prime-exclusive Pantry service, how can 

everyday FMCG brands ensure they get 

on the shopping list?  Amazon have     

offered a solution to brands: sponsored 

posts.   

Brands can now pay to achieve top   

listings in their category,  For                        

example, type ‘coffee’ into the search 

bar, and Nescafe have the top 

(sponsored post) listings.  Whilst this is 

undoubtedly another revenue stream for 

Amazon, it also means brands can                 

ensure they aren’t lost in the virtual              

shopping mall of Amazon.    
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For further information specifically on this report please contact:                                                          

Jane Stewart or Sarah Healy at MediaCom Edinburgh.                                                                                       

Alternatively, to learn more about how FMCG shopping futures will impact on your brand                      

please speak to one of your MediaCom team. 

 

 

 

 


